SIMON SAYS STAMP – Spring Gnomes - Girl

Technique: Ink Blending/Copics

TIME: around 20 minutes

STAMPS:
Simon Says Spring Gnomes

INKS:
Gina K Amalgam
Distress Oxide – Peacock Feathers
Festive Berries

COPIC MARKERS:
Nose: R30, R32, E13, E51, E00
Hat: N0, N1, N3
Robe: BG11, BG13, BG18
Hair: E31, E35, E37
Flowers and heart: R32, R35, R37
Leaves: YG03, YG23

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Jr. Die Cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Spring Gnomes wafer dies
Ranger Mini Blending Tools
Tombow Tape Runner permanent
Misti Stamping Tool
Score Pal Mini
Picket Fence Stamp Scrubber

Foam Tape
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Tim Holtz scissors
Silicone Bone Folder

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Simon Says Stamp Thick White 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 - score and fold at 4-1/4 – card base
Simon Says Stamp Fog 3-3/4 x 5 – mat
Simon Says Stamp white 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 – card front
Neenah Solar White 80# 2 x 3-1/2 – stamp, color and cut out gnome

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misti Stamping Tool to stamp the gnome in the copic friendly ink.
2. Color the gnome with the markers and fussy cut her out or use the coordinating dies.
3. Use the Ink blending tools to add a light layer of the Peacock Feathers Distress Oxide ink on the left side of the card front, blending out a bit over to the right.
4. Use the solid heart stamp and the “First Generation” Stamping Technique (stamping off technique if you are my generation), and randomly stamp the hearts.
5. Place the card front into the Misti and stamp the sentiment, moving the card stock each time to stack the sentiment as shown in the picture.
6. Use the tape runner to attach the card front to the mat and then to the card base.
7. Use foam tape to attach the gnome.
8. Clean the stamps with the Picket Fence stamp scrubber.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

Please note, this list of products is for both the Boy and Girl Gnome Cards and not all supplies are used on each.

Simon Says Clear Stamps SPRING GNOMES... [SSS]
Simon Says Stamp SPRING GNOMES Wafer... [SSS]
Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad... [SSS]

Copic Sketch Marker R30
Copic Sketch Marker R32
Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad... [SSS]
PALE... [SSS]
PEACH at... [SSS]

Copic Sketch Marker E13 LIGHT SUNTAN... [SSS]
Copic Sketch Marker E51 MILKY WHITE... [SSS]
Copic Sketch Marker E00 COTTON PEARL... [SSS]

Copic Sketch Marker N3 NEUTRAL GRAY... [SSS]
Copic Sketch Marker N1 NEUTRAL GRAY... [SSS]
Copic Sketch Marker N0 NEUTRAL GRAY... [SSS]

Copic Sketch MARKER BG18 TEAL BLUE at... [SSS]
Copic Sketch Marker BG13 MINT GREEN... [SSS]
Copic Sketch MARKER R37 CARMINE Pink... [SSS]

Copic Sketch Marker R35 CORAL at... Copic Sketch Marker E31 BRICK BEIGE... Copic Sketch Marker E35 CHAMOIS Light...
Copic Sketch Marker E37 SEPIA Brown...
Copic Sketch Marker YG23 NEW LEAF...
Copic Sketch Marker YG03 YELLOW GREEN...
Copic Sketch Marker E44 CLAY Dark...
Copic Sketch Marker E43 DULL IVORY...
Copic Sketch Marker E42 SAND WHITE...
Copic Sketch Marker N5 NEUTRAL GRAY...
MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...
Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE COMFORT...
Tim Holtz Tonic Craft MINI SNIPS...
EK Success CRAFT TWEEZERS Precision...
Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY Scoring...
Simon Says Stamp SMALL TEFLON BONE...

Simon Says Stamp BIG MOMMA FOAM TAPE...

Tombow MONO Adhesive PERMANENT Tape...

Tombow MONO Adhesive Tape Dispenser...